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Measuring sector

performance

BRANZ-funded research has defined key principles as a guide to measuring
industry performance. The ultimate goal is for individual businesses and the
construction sector to measure and improve performance and productivity.
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Significant effort was put into defining clear

Develop strong engagement

goals and outcomes, ensuring individual

Engage with sector stakeholders in a meaningful and
collaborative way. Engagement is an ongoing and
evolving process.

measures are relevant to the transformational
change the sector wants to see (see Figure 2).

Establish clear ownership
A sector measurement system needs a ‘home’,
a budget, a clear commitment, and a need and/
or desire from relevant stakeholders to maintain
system measurement.

The Accord monitoring framework includes
indicators of long-term aspirational change

Define a clear purpose

and short-term activity-based measures. The

Clearly articulate why you are measuring performance
and what you hope to achieve through the application
of a measurement system. Refine the purpose in
collaboration with sector stakeholders.

framework aims to provide the sector with
more clarity around its progress towards

Focus on outcomes
Clearly define the desired outcomes of optimal sector performance with stakeholders. Identify outcome
indicators where possible, and supplement with
activity/practice indicators where necessary, and
where there is a clear causal link.

its goal.

Start with what you have
Use measures that are currently being collected to
get started. But be prepared to review and adapt to
ensure the measurement system is delivering what
you want it to.

Journey to change the culture
The challenge now is to extend the work being
done by MBIE and the Accord to develop a

Understand sector drivers
Design the sector measurement system to work
with diverse motivations and drivers across sector
members to encourage performance measurement, facilitate data provision, and drive sector
improvement.

measurement culture among sector members.
Performance measurement first and foremost

Empower subsector groups to measure
performance

needs to serve the needs of its participants.

Allow and facilitate subsectors (plumbers, surveyors,
horizontal construction etc) to take ownership of
and design their own measurement systems. Once a
sector measurement framework is defined, focus on
developing a measurement structure and principles
for subsectors to adapt.

Therefore, to supplement any national level
measurement framework and reporting, it
is important to enable subsector groups to
take ownership of their own performance

Incentivise performance measurement
Incentivise performance measurement through
contractual arrangements, accreditation schemes
and benchmarking.

measurement and to design measurement
systems that align to their drivers.

Mandate data collection where necessary

Construction businesses need to be able

Keep it simple

Regulatory compliance will be needed in some cases
to collect data or generate behaviour change that is
vital at sector level.

to see cause and effect linkages between the
data they collect, the actions they take and

Entities are more likely to engage with a system
that is easy to contribute information and simple
to interpret.

the performance (profitability and long-term
viability) outcomes for their business.

Cultivate a culture of learning

With improved performance data, the sector

Commit to continual improvement

Create a culture of learning by putting measurement
systems into the hands of those that can drive change
in the sector.

will be better prepared to manage volatility
and provide a more stable working environ-

Performance measures should be dynamic and
reviewed over time to ensure indicators are still
relevant to the sector, measuring the outcomes
sought, fulfilling the desired purpose. Measurement is
a journey and not a destination.

ment for organisations. Increased stability will
give them confidence to invest in capability
development and innovation. In turn, a more
financially stable construction industry will

Figure 1: 12 principles of effectively measuring the performance of a sector.

be better placed to make improvements in
environmental and social outcomes.
Sector performance measurement is a long
journey of creation and engagement that
requires adaptation and innovation over time.
More information available
To find out more about construction sector
measurement, contact Charlotte Brown at

Figure 2: Sector performance measurement system process.

charlotte.brown@resorgs.org.nz.
For more on the Construction Sector
Accord, visit www.constructionaccord.nz.
Visit www.branz.co.nz/pubs for reports:
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measurement: End user guide.
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The research project contributors were

Kristen MacAskill (University of Cambridge).
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